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Relationships 
Marriage 
1. A chance to grow up and learn unconditional love 
2. Listening and communication 
3. Keep being friends : make plans together 
4. Fight fair : don’t dredge up the past. 
5. Forgive freely and apologise. Build (up) the relationship. 
6. Make “I” statements. 
7. On the same side—a team. 
8. If in doubt, pray! 
 
Love 
1. God is love—compassion, mercy, safe place, support. 
2. Love one another—a command. 
3. Love is what love does—action. 
4. Love takes away all fear. 
5. Action for the greater good of another. 
6. 1 Corinthians 13—patient, kind, … 
 
Growing Old 
1. “Growing old is mandatory: growing up is optional.” 
2. We don’t stop playing because we grow old; we grow old because we stop playing. 
3. Wisdom doesn’t necessarily come with age: Sometimes age just shows up all by itself. (Tom Wilson) 
4. Age is a state of mind. (Mum) 
5. From agile to fragile > mind (memory), physical health (hearing, balance, old injuries). 
 
Widows 
1 Timothy 5:3-16—own family care for widow, then fellow believers. Over 60, faithful, good deeds, brought up 
children and cared for home > go on widows’ list. Not idle, gossipers. 
Isaiah 1:17—help the fatherless, defend the widow—also James 1:27. 
 
Grief 
1. Grief is related to loss—loved ones, pets, status, possessions. 
2. Response : numbness, disbelief, despair, sadness, and loneliness. 
3. Grief Cycle (E. Kubler-Ross) - 1969. 
          Denial—disbelief, numbness, shock. 
          Anger 
          Bargaining 
          Depression 
          Acceptance 

• Different stages and styles of grieving for everyone. 
 
Family 
1. The bond of family gives us a sense of belonging. Family is where our roots take hold and from where we 

grow. 
2. A safe harbour. Family rituals of stories, hugs, holidays, and meals provides a sense of warmth, structure, 

and safety. 
 
Grandparents 
1. If nothing is going well, call your grandmother.—Italian proverb. 
2. Grandparents remind you of the past and point you to your future. 
3. They tell the family stories. 
 
Memories 
1. Memories are mind pictures and stories from the past. 
2. Smells can evoke memories. 
3. Need the experience and the recall—remembering. 
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Personality 
Becoming Who I Am 

1. Do not put people in boxes 
2. Accept people for who they are. 
 
Character—loyal, brave 
• faithful allegiance 

• based on commitment—you “hang in there” 

• unwavering in good times and bad 

• a willing choice, but not blind. 
 
Heroes 
1. TV or comic heroes eg. TinTin, The Incredibles, Knight Rider, Six Million Dollar Man, MacGyver. 
2. Athletics star eg. Joe Rokocoko 
3. Father figure eg. Dad, Grandad, poppa, Dad’s friends 

• They model good behaviour—clever, smart, skilled. Someone we can look up to. 

• They help to define who you are. 

• Jesus is a hero because he loves us, he’s always listening/there, he forgives and saves us from guilt of sin. 
 
Disappointment 
1. What happens when what you hope for doesn’t happen. 
2. Dissatisfaction; unmet expectations’ maybe regret over decisions made; frustration. 

• What’s the worst case scenario? 

• What’s the worst thing that can happen?  >  Prepare yourself for the answer you don’t want. 
3. Deal with it. 
          Stop. Calm your feelings and reactions. Get the Big Picture.  
          Is it worth getting angry or upset? Learn what? Do better next time? 
          Not failure—improve with experience. 
 
 

Global Positioning System 
• developed in 1960s and 1970s by USA military 

• fully operational 27 April 1995 

• For navigating and positioning—location on earth 

• 24 satellites. Readings of time and distance from four satellites give location > trilateration 

• Gives position, altitude, and speed. 

• The more satellites, the more accuracy.  

• Used by trampers, seismologists, construction sites, pilots > cars, boats, planes 
 
 

Helium 
• an inert gas 

• six times (6x) less dense than air > this makes voice sound high when inhaled. 

• 105 large helium filled balloons lifted a man sitting in a garden chair. 
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INTROVERT EXTROVERT 

• more reserved 

• less outgoing 

• a richer, inner world (own thoughts + imagination) 

• smaller circle of friends 

• enjoy time spent alone 

• easily overwhelmed 

• gregarious 

• assertive 

• seek out excitement 

• likely to thrive on making new social contacts 

• energised around other people 

• get bored by themselves 



Venezuela 
 
• size of New South Wales, Australia 

• Tropical climate : only 80 km north of the equator 

• In the Bolivar region, there are eight main waterfalls—six of them over 1000ft (305 metres). 
 
Angel Falls—Parakupa-vena or Kerepakupai meru (“waterfall of highest point”) 
• in Canaima national Park, Bolivar, SE Venezuela 

• 979 m high—with a freefall cascade of 807 m. The water is caught by the air and is mist before it reaches 
the bottom. 

 
Tepui (tepuy)  
• a table top mountain (“tay-pwe” or “tay-pooee”) 

• Auyantepui (“Devil’s Mountain”) - peak c. 3000 metres high.  
 
 

Birds of a Feather 
 
Snipe 
• bird like a woodcock 

• has a very long slender beak 

• NZ Snipe was discovered on Campbell Island in 1997 

• It’s difficult to catch a snipe, as they’re coloured like dry grass. 
 
Sniper 
• Highly trained marksman; a sharpshooter 

• an accurate shot from a concealed or long distance 
 
Snipe Hunt 
• to “go on a wild goose chase” 

• a fool’s errand or a practical joke 

• eg. A can of striped paint; a left-handed screwdriver; a tube of elbow grease 

• plays on the gullibility of the newcomer or “victim” 

• an impossible or imaginary task 
 
Birds 
• Wings (bat, insects) 

• Beak (turtle, octopus) 

• Feathers > classifies animal as bird 
 
Himalayan Monal Pheasant 
• NW India 

• National bird of Nepal 

• Male—metallic colours of red, purple, green, and blue. Copper tail. A long crest like a peacock. A patch of 
turquoise blue around eye.  

 
“Birds of a feather” flock together—proverb 
• Like kinds group or hang out together eg. People with the same beliefs or interests 
 
 

Pack of Dogs 
 
• Wild Dogs—dingoes and wolves 

• Leader of the pack—”top dog”, alpha male, lead dog; may be aggressive 

• Dominance hierarchy—helps to maintain order, reduce conflict, and promote cooperation among group 
members 

• For a pet dog, you (the owner) are the alpha leader. You eat first, go through the door first, and sit on the 
furniture. Dog must have your permission to do these things. 
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To Do With Story-Telling 

Stories are about conflict. 
Status quo—the existing or current state of affairs, how things are 
 
Jonah—was he protagonist or antagonist? If he was the antagonist, who was the protagonist? 
 
Jettison—to throw overboard, eg. Cargo, Jonah 
To lighten ship (something useless or unwanted), get rid of, cast off  > becomes jetsam. 
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Children’s notes to accompany other pages 

PROTAGONIST ANTAGONIST 

“goodie” 
Lead or main character 
The centre or focus of the story 
Hero 
Has an obstacle to overcome 
Drives the plot forward 

“baddie” 
Villain, opponent 
Competitor, rival 
Not always evil 
Not always human 
Tries to stop the hero 


